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Envisioning

ADR's Future
Unlike Professor Fl-a.nk E.A. Sander, who offe.red the insights in his l•tmous 1976
Pound Conference lecture .from the vantage point of a national law school,
my vantage point on the future of ADR practice is situated in a small Boston
law and dispute resolution firm where
serve as a workaday mediator,
arbitl•a.tor, and collaborative law attorney. Nevertheless, inspired by the
e.xample of his el:forts to envision the future ofADR, I will summarize rny views
on the subject by describing three hopes, three fears, and. three predictions.

Three Hopes

Diversity
Several years ago I was rnediating an employment termination case in.
which the plaintit•"- a brilliant, young, African-American professional
sough.t redress for what he believed was .race discrimination in connection
with his firing. After the mediation was underway; the plaintiff suggested
that, in addition to .me, we should have Harvard Law School professor
Charles Ogletrce sin.we as comediator, and Ch.arles agreed. That case settled,
in part, because Charles, as an African American, enabled, that plaintiff to
.fc.cl h.eard in. a way that
despite my good intentions, active listening, an.d
efforts
be
skillful
mediator
could not.
to
my
a
I am not suggesting that cases involving one type of person can be
mediated only by that same type of person. What I am suggesting, however,
is that a diverse society needs diverse dispute resolvers. When I attend
conferences of mediators and arbitrators,
struck by what a
am
well-dressed, well-educated, and largely white movement we are. q.•• be
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sure, the

leadership

ranks

are

sometimes diverse

but,

at

the level of the rank

homogenous than. we woul.d like to be.
I use the word "movement" advisedly because we arc as much a social
change m.ovenaent as an incipient profession. The people wh.o are drawn, to
ADR .practice arc an idealistic bunch, trying to make the world a better
place. And yet in the small, corner of that world that •ve are cultivating, the
world of ADR practice, we have only begun to "walk the talk."
I believe ADR practice in the U.S. and througlaout the worl.d will. not
achieve: its full potential until wc find the will and the resources to share
these vital tools with the broadest spectrum of people in our society: My
h.ope is that .ADR practitioners will. a) support initiatives such as .Access
ADR (Access ADR 2006), which provides mentoring and enhanced market
visibility f.br experienced .minority mediators, an.d b) find th.c .funding to
situate and support community mediation programs in minority communities where the next gcnmmi.on of .AIDR practitioners can be rc, cruitcd,
trained, and. given opportunities to learn this trade. If we do so, the ADR
and

ill.c,

we

arc more

con.ferences of the future will look more like
societ T than they do now (see Hofl•inan 2004).

a

full cross-section of

our

Renaissance •]" Idealism
Last year, mediator and trainer Kenneth Clokc (2005)wrote an article
entitled "Mediators without Borders: A Proposal to Resolve Political Confilet." In his article, Cl.oke acknowledges that it may- be unrealistic to sen.d
mediators parachuting into war zones, bu.t he argues persuasively that the
skills we have developed as ADR practitioners are transferable and can be
adapted to the cultures and circumstances of conflict overseas.
What would we need to launch such a project? First, we would need
a different mindsct for mediators: instead of passively waiting to be invited
to the party, we would h.ave to take some initiative. This is the type of
proactivc engagement that Bernie Mayer (2004) describes in his recent
book, B•'ond .Neutrality. Second, we need volunteers, fin.ancial resources,
and, just as importantly, the intellectual resources to tmdcrstand tl.ae complexities of the conflicts we will be encountering. (The work done by
Harvard Law School. professor Robert Mnookin a•l.d University of Massachusetts professor David Matz in the Middle East certainly attests t.o those
comple.xities,) To marshal these resources, th.e worl.d ofADR practice .must
foster a renaissance of idealism
of the kind that the current American Bar
Association prcsiden.t, Michael. S. Greco, is urgin.g for th.e legal profession, I
hope to see such a renaissance, which would take u.s back to our roots in
the moven.aen.t for social justice, within my lifetime.

Universal

Training

Much has been. written about the institutionalization of ADR in our courts,
in large corporations, an.d in our schools..And it is truc that, in certain.
pockets of our society; ADR .is well known. If one is negotiating a labor
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contract, getting a divorce, resolving a construction dispute, or preparing
for trial in a civil matter, one will. probabl.y hear about arbitration, mediation,
or some other varie•" of ADR.
But we have only begun. to scratch the sucface. What does the avemge
person in the street Maow about these tools and methods? Precious little.
My h.ope is that thirty years from .now, in evew corner of our societ}• fl:om.
elementary schools to universities, from the world, of commerce to the
world of religion, from the rural town hall. to the halls of Congress, training
in negotiation and dispute resolution will be universal and the tools used. by
ADR. practitioners will be found in many hands. (For a.n example of such
universal, training, see Mediation Works, Inc. (2005), wh.ich describes th.e
conflict, management and. mediation trainin.g given to 20,000 Coca-Cola
employees at all levels of the company.)

Three Fears

.Mandato•:F

Arbitration
harder every day in the U.S.t.o open a bank account, open a
It is
software prog•ram, or get a job in. a big company with.out agreeing to
binding arbitration of any dispute you may have with the bank, the manufacturer, or the employer. Be.fore criticizing such. contracts of adh.csion,
should make a confession. In addition to my ADR practice, I also represent
clients, primarily in. collabo•.-ative law cases, and if you come to .my o.ffice
and ask .my colleagues or me to represent you, we will ask you to sign an
engagement letter that calls for arbitration by the Massachusetts Bar Association Fee Arbitration Board.
One important difference, of course, between the Bank of .America or
Microsoft and me, besides the obvious ones, is that I am willing to negotiate
the terms of the engagement letter, and I am occasionally asked to do so.
Fortunatel,•; I have never had to go to arbitration with a client. But my point

becoming

is that we, as a society, are moving toward a world in •vhich. our righ.t to
present certain kinds of disputes
consumer complaints, em.pl.oymen.t
disputes, and other kinds of disputes in a court of law couM vanish. Even
worse, th.e system of arbitration to whicl.a th.esc disputes are rc.ferred is
largely unregulated. Arbitration might be the best forum for these kinds of
disputes, but unless the cl.aoice to go there is truly voluntary or th.e .fomm.s
are regulated in such a way as to protect the fairness of the process, I fear
that important rights will be lost and the public's confidence in .ADR will be
diminished. (For a critique of mandatory arbitration, see Sternlight 2005.)

Pernicious Regulation
For re.ore than twenty years, the .AIDR. movement has been debating the
question of whether we need certification of mediators. The sh.ort
answer, in .my opinion, is that we do, but the devil is in. the details.
Moreover, with the extraordinary breadth, of services offered by ADR
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practit:ioners, the many styles of practice, and the lack of consensus in. the
.AIDR..field on such. basic questions as "What is" mediation?", there are a lot
of u.nrcsolved details.
My l:ear is that the sheer complexity of th.e task will deter us from
doing it and then others will do it for u.s. Here is an example: Sevem.l years
ago, Frank Sander and served on the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
Standing Committee on Dispute Resolu.tion, where we and our colleagues
wrestled with the question of qualifications for mediators and other ADR
practitioners. Our committee stu.died and debated the issue for several
years, and. t:hen, unbeknownst to us, the Massachusetts legislature passed a
bill
li.temlly, in the middle of the nigh.t providing that m.ediators sh.all
be deemed certified and qualified to mediate if they have been. doing :it for
five years. No training needed; proven skill, or knowledge, not needed. When
the ADR conmmnity learned what had happened, we all mobilized and
persuaded the govern.or to veto the legislation.
The longer we go without a consensus about legally enforceable standards of practice and eligibility to serve as a mediator or arbitrator,
however, the more vuhaerable we are to regulation that is uninfbrmed,
mischievous, or worse. I do n.ot underestimate the dil•culty of doing this
right. I t•ar, however, that we could, be headed. R•r greater difficult 3- if" we do
not do •t at all.
Lack of Funding
In the early" years of ADR, critics of the movement expressed concern
about wla.eth.er the privatization of dispute resolution through ADR would
create a two-tier system of justice in which only large corporations
and wealthy individuals would be able to get speedy resolution o.f their
conflicts.

Sadly, that prediction has come true to a substantial degree. For people
without money, the available alternatives to court can be h)und primarily in
community mediation, centers. There are hundreds of tta.ese throughout the
U.S., almost al.1 of them relying on. donations, pro bono services by th.e
mediators, and very .modest user fees. These centers
like the one here in
Cambridge where I first trained as a m.ediator rely heavily on fund raising
and are sometimes just one fotmdation grant or two bake sales away from
folding. My fear is that, unless we make pul_•li.c funding of community
mediation and other ADR services a priority throughout th.e U.S. and. elsewhere, the pool: in. our society will. have th.e sam.e level of .AIDR services as
they have legal services
which is to say woefully inadequate.
Three Predictions

Technology
One of the hallmarks of th.e dispute resolution movement has been .faceto-face contact, but today, e-mail, voice mail, conference calls, web boards,
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and videoconferencing are becoming familiar tools i.n the mediator's
toolbox. In th.e current issue of the .Association for Conflict Resolution's
Conflict Resolution Quarterly, there is an article about online dispute
resolution entitled "Mediating in Your Paja:mas" (Raines 2006).
It will probably be maw years belbre mediation w-ithout face-to-face
contact becomes common. I have tried :mediating by phone, and it is very
difficult. There are probably some disputes
divorce, parent-child,
business-partner breakups
that will continue to be resolved with th.e
kind of in-.person techniques that humankind, has been using R)r millennia.
But in thirty years, technology will probably change what we mean by
personal contact, and th.e dispute resolvers of that era wil.l, be using tool.s
that we can barely dream of today: (See Lenski 2006; Melamed 2006; Weiss

2006.)

Alu.lti-Disciplinary
In his

Practice

(MDp)

1976 Pound Conference lecture, Fran.k Sander said "we

must continue

.forge links with th.ose .from. other disciplines wh.o share our concerns.
Their differing orientation ,and background often give them a novel perspective on the legal system." (Sander 1.976). One of th.e best e.xampl.es of
interdisciplinary work can be ibund at the Program on Negotiation (PON)
to

Halliard Law School.
In my own practice, I have seen the value of Frank's advice. I work in
a firm with. a psych.ologist, a financial planner and certified public accountant, a workplace consultant, and several other lawyers and .mediators. We
share perspectives, learn, from each other, and try to provide a more holistic
ff)rm of client service. One of the most sa.tis•ing professional experiences
of my career involved a case in •vhich. our psychologist, our financial.
planneI; and I comediated., nay first and only- case to date in which all three
of us mediated together. The case involved the breakup of a family trust,
dating back to the nineteenth century, which owned an island as well as
many stocks and bonds. •l\vo bra.nct•es of the family •vanted to sell the
islan.d, but th.e other three branches wanted to keep it. With complex tax,
interpersonal, and legal issues woven into the fabric of the dispute, all three
of us mediators were working h.ard to keep up with the twenty family
members who gathered in our office for two days. I believe that the mix of
the mediators' backgrounds was essential to th.e success of the process and
contributed to a. result in. which estranged family members hugged for the
first time i.n. years.
So, do I believe in MDP? Well, Frank tells the wonderful story of the
Maine far:met who •vas asked wheth.er l..ae believed in in.fan.t baptism.
"Believe in it?" said the fa.rmer. "Hell, I've seen it done." MDP is quite
powe•:ful.- and I have seen it done. I predict that we will see a great deal.
more of it in the years ahead. (For a discussion of MDE see Hofthaan and
Wolman. 2004.)
at
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Identit3; Meaning,

and Spi•tuality
Until recently; the quest:ions that .ADR practitioners wrestled with were, for
the most part, nuts-and-bolts issues. Shotfld we use shuttle diplomacy or
keep the parties in the same room? Is evaluative mediation good, bad, or an

oxymoron?
With the creation of the pa.th-breakhag Harvard Negotiation Insight
Initiative led by Erica Ariel Fox at PON, a new door has opened for dispute
rcsolvers into a realm of intuition, emotion, id.cntit T, meaning, spirit, and (on

good clays) wisdom. Drawing on such diverse sources as DiaCficult
Conversations by iDoug Stone, ct al. (2000); Viktor Frankl's (1992)Man's
Sea.rch for Meaning; ,and. a book of essays entitled Bringing Peace int() the
.Room(Bowling and Hoffman 2003), mediators arc. opening the way for an
exchange with the parties about interests and needs that goes deeper than
th.eir material interests. This realm lies in a space bounded by th.c paths of
law, psychology, and the various wisdo.m traditions.
I agree with th.c mediator I heard recently describing this space."I love
mediation;' she said.,"because it has the analytic qualities of law but without
the viciousness, and the empathic qualities of psychotherapy but without
the aimlessness," And
would say- that mediation has (on our best days)
some of the transcendence of religious experience but wi.thout having to
go to services. This is mostly uncharted territory t•br ADR practitioners
today, but I predict that in. thirty years, it will n.o longer be considered
strange to think of mediators as serving some of the needs that village
elders served in. days long ago.
In. conclusion, I have on.e more. tl.aought
a bon.us prediction. Thirty
from
thanking
Frank Sander for his
and
beyond,
still
be
will
years
now,
we
insights, his good advice, and his inspired leadership in th.c .fi.cld of dispute
our

resolution.
NOTES
1. Collaborative law is a process in which the lawyers and the parties sign an agreement
limiting the lax•Ters' involvement in the case to negotiation; if there is an impasse in negotiations
and litigation, is needed, new counsel must be hired. For a fuller description, see Tesler (2001).
2. •.7'he leading advocacy organization for funding comm.unity mediation is the National .Association for Community Mediation. Infi)rmation is available from http://www.nafcm.org.
3. During 200,4, the American Bar Association Section of Dispute Resolution devoted a special
issue to the subject of what they called "".['tie Spiritual Side of AI)RY See ABA Disln¢te Resolution
Magazine 2004.
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